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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

PRESS RELEASE 
 
Love Wins in this Collection of Nine all New, Voting-Themed Short Stories. A More Perfect Union 

 

SAN JOSE, Ca. – January 14, 2021 – New voting-themed anthology, nine authors join forces to release a 

voting-themed anthology, on January 19, 2021. A More Perfect Union is a set of bite-sized romance short 

stories with 100% of the proceeds benefiting Fair Fight, an organization dedicated to combating voter 

suppression. This anthology will only be available for a limited time. 

 

From the campaign headquarters to the polls, A More 

Perfect Union features brand new stories from: 

 

Adrienne Bell, Kilby Blades, Aliza Mann, Claire Marti, 

R.L. Merrill, M.D. Neu, Dawn Montgomery, Sera Taino, 

and Kearney Wentworth. A More Perfect Union will be 

available for eBook download with and in paperback and 

can be purchased here https://bit.ly/38Jzy8l. 

 

“Given how difficult this election was for everyone, I knew 

I needed to do something. So, I put out the call to my fellow 

authors and came up with this idea to create a voting themed 

anthology to benefit Fair Fight and support all the great 

work they are doing,” said Adrienne Bell. Bell is the main 

force behind A More Perfect Union. 

 

Bell pulled in authors from several different genres and writing backgrounds. Bell is a bestselling writer 

of action-packed romances with quirky heroines and hardheaded heroes. Bell is joined by Aliza Mann 

(contemporary and paranormal romance writer), Claire Marti (USA Today Bestselling author of 

contemporary romance), and Kearney Wentworth (Contemporary, Interracial Romance writer). 

Additionally, the group is joined by Dawn Montgomery (Action Adventure and Fantasy book writer), 

R.L. Merrill (Mixed Genre writer), Kilby Blades (Women’s Fiction writer), and M.D. Neu 

(Internationally Award-winning LGBTQ+ Fiction writer). 

 

“All these authors have brought together their unique voice to create this anthology,” Bell said. “It’s nice 

to see so many different writers coming together to create something that can be enjoyed by all. It really 

goes to show how powerful our voices can be when we all work for one cause.” 

 

One voice and coming together is an underlying theme of the anthology. Hearing from such a diverse 

group of writers will give readers the opportunity to sample works from authors they may not have heard 

from otherwise in essence creating a more perfect union of the author community. 

 

The official launch for A More Perfect Union has been set for January 19, 2021. For more details on the 

book and the authors visit https://www.facebook.com/AMorePerfectUnionRomance or find out more here 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/56575032-a-more-perfect-union 
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